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Study of D decays into K' and K'
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I. INTRODUCTION
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FICx. 1. Feynman diagrams for (a) external 8' process, (b)
internal 8'process, (c) 8 -exchange process.

Nonleptonic decays of charm mesons have challenged
theoretical explanation for some time; in particular, the
lifetime difference between D and D+ was not explain-
able. Recently, several models [1—6] have emerged
which have enjoyed moderate success in explaining these
decays. Some of these models [1,4] use the factorization
approach, where the meson decay amplitude is construct-
ed out of two independent hadronic currents. This ap-
proach works well in describing decays which have
"external" W spectator diagrams, as in Fig. 1(a), but not
for "internal" W spectator diagrams [Fig. 1(b)]. The oth-
er models, 1/X ansatz [5] and QCD sum rules [2], have a
stronger theoretical basis than the factorization approach
and also give a good general description of charm decays
but still suffer from deficiencies. For instance, none of
the models can reliably predict the contributions of "W-
exchange" diagrams [Fig. 1(c)] or account for the efFects
of final-state interactions (FSI s). There are indications
that FSI's play an important role in charm meson decays,
as evidenced by the measured [7] branching ratio for
D ~K P ( = 1%), which is too large to be explained by
the lowest-order ( W-exchange) diagrams.

The decay mode D —K *
g is particularly well suited

for studying the effects of final-state interactions. When
D ~K P was detected [7], it was thought to be evidence
for a W-exchange process, as shown in Fig. 2(a). Howev-
er, Donoghue [8] argued that this final state could occur
via final-state interactions as in Fig. 2(b). He pointed out
that, given %(D ~K P)=1%, the intermediate state
D ~K * i) should have a branching ratio of at least 2%.
The factorization approach [1] predicted 0.3% for the
K *

q final state, but using the measured branching ratio
for D ~K P as input (and as a quantitative measure of
final-state interactions) the authors increased the predic-
tion to 2.5%. One can also have significant contributions
from final-state interactions in D ~PP decays (P is a
pseudoscalar), e.g., S(D Krr )/B(D —~K sr+~ was
expected [9] to be —' —

—,', from naive color counting,
whereas experimentally [7] this ratio is closer to 0.6.
Further, Lipkin [10,11] has suggested that the ratio
X(D ~Mr))/ B(D~My') can be used to test the contri-
bution of W-annihilation diagrams and Anal-state interac-
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FICx. 2. Feynman diagram for D ~K P (a) via W exchange,
(b) via final-state interactions.

tions, where D is any charmed meson and M is any non-
charmed meson.

In this paper, we report new measurements for D de-
cays for PP or PV final states containing a K or K '
and nonstrange neutrals ~, g, or g' in the final state
(mention of any reaction also implies its charge conjugate
partner). In lowest order, all these decay modes occur ei-
ther through "internal W-emission-" or "8'-exchange-"
type diagrams, as shown in Figs. 1(b)—1(c).

II. DATA SAMPLE AND EVENT SELECTION

The data used in this analysis were collected by the
CLEO II detector operating at the Cornell Electron
Storage Ring (CESR), and correspond to an integrated
luminosity of 1540 pb '. The data were taken at center-
of-mass energies between 10.36 and 10.70 GeV, which
correspond to the Y(3S) and the continuum above the
Y(4S ) resonances.

The CLEO II detector detects neutral and charged
particles with excellent resolution and efficiency. The
detector consists of a tracking system surrounded by time
of Aight scintillation counters and an electromagnetic
calorimeter, which are immersed in a 1.5 T solenoidal
magnetic field generated by a superconducting coil. The
magnet coil is surrounded by iron slabs and muon
counters. A detailed description of the detector can be
found elsewhere [12].

Events are selected using the standard CLEO hadronic
selection criteria [13]. Pion and kaon candidates are re-
quired to have ionization losses within 2.5 standard devi-
ations of the expected values. K 's are detected as K&'s
in the Kz~~+~ final state. K& candidates are selected
by choosing two tracks of opposite charge which inter-
sect at least 1 mm away from the interaction point in a
plane transverse to the beam. The invariant mass of
these tracks, assumed to be pions, is required to be within
3cr (o =3.7 MeV/c ) of the known K& mass.

Photons are detected by the electromagnetic calorime-
ter which consists of 7800 thallium-doped CsI crystals.
To select ~ ~yy decays, we choose only those photons
which have energies greater than 30 MeV and cannot be
matched to a charged track. Since photon rates are
higher and the energy resolution is poorer in the end cap
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region of the calorimeter relative to the barrel region, one
photon is restricted to be in the barrel (71% of the solid
angle), whereas the other photon is allowed to be in either
the barrel or the good resolution part of the end cap
(91% of the solid angle). We keep all yy combinations,
whose invariant mass is within 2o. of the ~ mass, where
o- is typically 5 —6 MeV/c . In order to improve the
momentum resolution of the m, the selected yy pairs are
kinematically constrained to the nominal ~ mass.

For Do~K o/K *o~ anal st~t~~, ~h~~e
candidates are selected in a manner similar to the ~ 's,
but with the additional constraint that photons which
could be paired to make ~ 's with momentum greater
than 0.8 GeV/c are rejected. We also detect g's using the
g —+a+~ m decay chain. For this mode, P o is required
to be greater than 0.3 GeV/c. AH g candidates within 2'
of the nominal mass are considered, where typical values
of o are around 14 MeV/c for the yy mode, and 6
MeV/c for the ~+~ m mode. In order to improve the

momentum resolution, the selected yy pairs are
kinematically constrained to the nominal q mass.

To select g' candidates we use the py and g~m final
states. The combinatoric background under the g' peak
is reduced by using somewhat tighter cuts for the y, ~,
and g's. The p candidate mass [14] is required to lie be-
tween 500 and 850 MeV/c, and the photon energy must
exceed 0.1 GeV. If a candidate y forms a m with any
other y (with E~ )0.2 GeV), then it is rejected. Since the
g' is spinless and the photon is transversely polarized, the
p is also transversely polarized. We thus restrict the p
helicity angle, 0, such that ~cos0~ (0.8 [8 is the angle be-
tween one of the m's (from the p) and the g' in the p rest
frame]. We require the g' momentum to be above 0.5
GeV/c, and its mass to be within 3cr of the nominal mass,
where cr is typically 10 MeV/c . In order to improve the
g' momentum resolution, the selected ~+~ y combina-
tions are constrained to the g' mass. We also select g's
using the g~+m. mode, where the g is detected in both
yy and ~++ m. modes. The q candidates are chosen if
they are within 3o. of the nomina1 mass. For the g~yy
mode, the energy of both photons must exceed 0.1 GeV,
and if either can be paired with another photon to make a

with P o & 0.4 GeV/c, it is rejected. The yy pairs are

kinematically fitted to the nominal g mass to improve the
latter's momentum resolution.

Candidate E * 's are selected using both E m and
E ~+ decay modes. In fitting the E~ mass plots, we fix
the mass of the K * to 896 MeV/c (Particle Data
Group value [7]). To determine the width of the K * we
used the entire data sample, where we fitted all E ~ and
E ~+ mass combinations in various momentum bins,
and thus obtained an average width of 57 and 55 MeV/c
for the two modes, respectively.

III. DECAYS CONTAINING K

A. D —+K

The invariant mass distribution of Ezm combinations
is shown in Fig. 3 for X o&0.5, where X o=P o/Eb„
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FIG. 3. Invariant mass of Kzm combinations, for X o~0.5.

D K =0.44+0.02+0.05 .3(D' K 'm+vr )-
This implies %(D ~K vr )=2 8+0.1+0.6%.. Normal-
izing to the E ~+a. final state eliminates most of the
systematic effects associated with vee finding. A portion
of the systematic error is estimated by varying the selec-
tion criteria, e.g. , by imposing different momentum cuts
on the D candidate, and by requiring different cuts on
cosO. We also did the analysis by requiring the D to
come from a D*+. In all cases, we obtained results
which agreed with the value quoted here. The systematic
error also includes the error in the branching ratio of the
normalizing mode. See the Appendix for a numerical
breakdown of the systematic error. In Table II, we
present this measurement and compare it to previous
measurements and theoretical estimates. The Bauer-

Charm production in the continuum peaks at high
momentum, thus the X cut reduces the combinatoric
background. Since the D is spinless, the cosine of the
angle (8) of the Ks (or ~ ) in the D rest frame with
respect to the D laboratory momentum is uniformly dis-
tributed, whereas in the data the background peaks at
cos0=1.0. We require cos8&0. 8. The excess of events
in the region 1.5 —1.7 GeV/c is due to feed-down from
reactions like D ~K n m, D+ +K p+ —(p~m+n )
where one of the pions is not used. We exclude this re-
gion from the fit and use a gaussian for the signal and a
polynomial for the background shape. Table I presents
information on the detected signal and efficiency [15] of
this mode. The e%ciency includes the branching ratio of
K into the observed decay mode (~+sr ).

To obtain a branching ratio for this mode, we normal-
ize it to D ~K 7r+vr (branching ratio [16]
6.4+1.1%), and obtain
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TABLE I. Signal and efficiency for final states with I(

D decay mode

~0 0

K

Decay mode of
D daughters

Number of events
in signal

1942+64
225+30
80+12

372+45

6.8+0.2%
2.5+0.1%

0.91+0.07%%uo

1.63+0.06%%uo

168+15 0.85+0.03%

54+9
6500+ 171

0.32+0.02%%uo

10.1+0.3%

't is the product of the efficiency to reconstruct this made and the branching ratio of the D daughter
to observable particles.

Stech-Wirbel (BSW) model [1] uses a branching ratio of
2.5% for this mode as an input. This value is based on
previous measurements. Our result agrees with this
choice.

B. D K

Using the yy mode for g, we construct Kzg mass com-
binations as shown in Fig. 4(a), for X o 0.5. In addi-

tion, we require that the cosine of the angle of the Kz in
the D rest frame with respect to the D laboratory
momentum be less than 0.7. Fitting with a gaussian and
a polynomial for the signal and background, respectively,
we obtain 225+30 events. Table I contains more infor-
mation on this decay mode. Normalizing the signal to
our measurement of D ~K m. eliminates most of the
systematics associated with tagging Kz's and kinematic
fitting of yy combinations. We obtain

D K =0.32+0.04+0.03 .
g(D K w )

We also reconstruct the g in the ~+~ ~ final state, as
shown in Fig. 4(b). Requiring the same cuts on the D
momentum and the K& angle, we obtain 80+12 events.
(See Table I for details on this decay mode. ) Normalizing

to D K ~+~, we obtain

DO go =0.14+0.02+0.02 .
%(D' K 'sr+~ )-

Using our measurement for X(D —+K m ) and the
Mark III result [16] for X(D ~K rr+rr ), and
averaging the two results [17], we find %(D +K r))—
=0.88+0.09+0.19%. The systematic error includes the
effects of varying the selection criteria, errors in the nor-
malizing mode, and uncertainties in the Monte Carlo
simulation [18]. See the Appendix for a numerical break-
down of the systematic error. A comparison of this re-
sult with other results is presented in Table II.

C. D ~E

This mode is reconstructed most cleanly when the g' is
detected in the g~+~ mode, where g~yy. The q's
were also reconstructed in the n+~ m mode. We also
used the py final state to tag g' candidates. In Fig. 5, we
show the Kzg invariant mass distribution for X 0) 0. 5

for the three subrnodes. In Table I, we present the num-
ber of detected events and the eKciency of each of these
three submodes.

To obtain a branching ratio for D —+K g', we average

TABLE II. Comparison of results for fina states with K

Results

This result
Previous results

ARGUS [20]
CLEO [21]
E691 [22]

ARGUS [23]
Theory
WSB without FSI's [1]

WSB with FSI's [1]
I/X, X= ~ [5,24]

1/N, N=3
QCD sum rules [2]

~0 0

2. 8+0. 1+0.6%

2.3+0.3+0.6%%uo

5.7+1.0+1.2%%uo

2.2+0.3+0.5%

1%
input 2.5%%uo

2. 1 %%uo

0.2%
1.5%

K

0.88+0.09+0.19%

& 2.7%(90%%uo C.L.)

0.4%%uo

0.8%
0.1%%uo

0.4%%uo

K

2.0+0. 15+0.42%

2.4+0.8+0, 6%%uo

0.15%%uo

1.2%%uo
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[19] the results from the three submodes. Normalizing
this mode to D ~E ++m, we obtain

i I I I 1 I I I I
I

I I I I
I

I I I

60-q —q~ ~.q —yy

40—
XD K =0.31+0.02+0.04 .

%(D K m m }

This corresponds to X(D ~K g')=2. 0+0. 15+0.42%.
The systematic error arises from several sources: uncer-
tainty in track-finding efficiency as a function of momen-
tum and angle, uncertainty in photon-finding eKciency as
a function of momentum, and uncertainty in the matrix
elements used in the g' modeling (e.g. , the p line shape in
g'~py, and the dipion mass spectrum in g'~gom+m },
and uncertainty in the net branching ratio of the g' mode
used. Conveniently, the three g' submodes that we mea-
sure span a wide range in both photon and charged track
momentum. We therefore use the dispersion in the
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branching ratios we obtain from the three submodes as a
measure of the systematic error in our overall measure-
ment of D ~E g', cognizant that this is a measure of
the momentum and angle acceptance of our detector.
The systematic error also includes the error in the
branching ratio of the normalizing mode. In Table II, we
compare this result with other experimental results and
theoretical predictions.
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FIG. 4. Invariant mass of K~g combinations: (a) g~yy, (b)
~ for X 0~0.5.

D

This mode has been previously studied by the Mark III
Collaboration [25]; its branching ratio was extracted via a
Dalitz plot analysis of the reaction D —+E ~+~, where
the amplitude for E * ~ interferes with E m+, E p+
and nonresonant K ~+sr [(K ~+~ }N~]. In contrast,
we use the reaction D —+K ~ ~, where the interference
is between K" (892}m, (K vr m }NR, and possibly [26]
Ko (1430}vr The M.ark III result [25] for
D+~K vr+rr+ was reanalyzed [27], and it was pointed
out that the experimental mass distributions would be
better explained if the amplitude for Ko (1430)m was in-

cluded in the Dalitz plot fit. Since the decay of Ko (1430}
to E ~+ and E ~ is related by isospin, we search for it
in the E&~ ~ final state.

We determine the fractions of resonant and non-
resonant three-body contributions to the decay mode by
fitting the Dalitz plot distributions to a coherent sum of
amplitudes, using the maximum likelihood method.
Since there are two identical pions in the final state, the
amplitudes for the resonant decays must be symmetrized
with respect to the exchange of the two pions. The Dal-
itz plot fit is done separately to the D signal region
(1.82 —1.90 CxeV/c } and to the D sideband regions
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(1.75 —1.79 and 1.93—1.97 GeV/c ); the signal region
contains 206 events, whereas the sideband regions con-
tain 69 events. The fit to the D sideband region is done to
parametrize the background under the D peak.

In order to reduce background, the D is required to
come from a D*+. We require X ++ )0.5, and the mass

difference M ++ —M 0 is restricted to be within +2.0
MeV/c of the nominal value (cr =0.7 MeV/c ). In addi-
tion, the two pions must have energies greater than 0.3S
GeV. In Fig. 6 we show the K ~ ~ invariant mass, and
in Fig. 7 the Dalitz plot for events in the D signal region,
which includes both the D peak and the background un-
der the D peak. Since there are two identical pions in the
final state, the two K&m combinations are plotted per
event, one as the low mass and one as the high mass com-
bination.

The likelihood functions for events in the D peak and
background under the D peak, can be written as
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ED
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&, = l
V'(f ) )e ' ~ 3b+ v'(f p )e

'
'(BW~ *o(s9,)

) l',

Cb =[g~B3b+g2(BWggo ~92 ) ]

where f;,g; are the various fit fractions [28], P; are the
phase angles, 33b is the three-body nonresonant contri-
bution to events in the D peak, B3& describes the com-
binatoric background under the D peak, and the BW's
are the Breit-Wigner functions for the resonant contribu-
tion.

80th c4 3b and B3b are constants across the phase space
and hence are set to unity. We also set f, =g, =1 and

$, =0. We thus measure the fraction and phase of the
resonance relative to the non-resonant part. The value of
the parameters in Xb are obtained by fitting to the D
sideband region, where we do not allow for any interfer-
ence among the amplitudes. In fitting the signal region,
we use the function

RX., +Nb
8+1

FIG. 7. Dalitz plot for K ~ m, where events are selected
from the D signal region. The X axis is the low Kzm. mass and
the Y axis is the high K~vr mass combination. The size of the
symbol (X) is proportional to the number of entries in that bin.

TABLE III. Results of Dalitz plot analysis.

Fit fraction
of amplitudes

K (892)
(K ~m )NR

K * (892) phase

Dalitz plot fit
with interference

59 0+ 14.0g
37.0+8.O%%uo

67.0+ 14.0'

Dalitz plot fit
without interference

60 0+ 6 0%
40.0+ 10.5%

where R is the ratio of the number of signal to back-
ground events in the D signal region; the fractions g; are
fixed to the values determined in the fit to the sideband
region. The fit results are presented in Table III, and are
shown in Fig. 8.

In order to check the level of interference, the fit was
also performed with the assumption that there was no in-
terference between the various amplitudes. The results
are shown in Table III. We see that the fit fractions with
and without interference are consistent with each other,
suggesting that there is little interference. We also
searched for Ko (1430) by including another Breit-
Wigner function in the fit, obtaining a 90%%uo C.L. upper
limit of 12% relative to the yield for K * (892).

In Table IV we present information on the number of
signal events and detection efficiencies. The systematic
error includes the effect of varying the ratio of signal to
background events in the D signal region, amount of K *

in the background, various momentum cuts on the ~ 's,
ignoring the effect of the detector resolution on the K *

width, etc. In addition, we removed the requirement that
the D come from a D*+. In all cases, we obtain results
which agree with those in Table III. In Table V we
present a comparison between the present result, previous
results, and theoretical predictions.
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Using the results from the first column of Table III, the
efficiencies from Table IV, and normalizing [29] to
D ~E m, we obtain
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=1.65 ',+0.20,
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FIG. 8. Results of the Dalitz plot fit. The solid histogram is
the fit, and the points are the projections of the Dalitz plot for
events in the D signal region along the (a) Kz~ (low) mass, (b)
K&~ (high) mass, and (c) ~m mass axes.

normalizing mode. See the Appendix for a numerical
breakdown of the systematic error.

For this mode, E * 's are detected in the E m. + final
state, and g via the yy mode. To reduce background, we
combine the E *

q combination with a ~+ to form a
D*+, and impose a cut on the D*+—D mass difference.
We require X + +0.5, and the D'+ —D mass
difference to be within 2.5 MeV/c (o =0.85 MeV/c ) of
the nominal mass difFerence. Since the E * has spin 1
and both D and g have spin 0, this implies that the E *
is emitted in the zero helicity state, with a cos 0 distribu-
tion, where 0 is the angle between the E and the D as
seen in the K rest frame. We thus require ~cosO~ )0.4.
In addition, the momentum of the q candidate is required
to be greater than 0.5 GeV/c.

In Fig. 9 we present the invariant mass for the E
combinations, and in Fig. 10 the invariant mass for
Km. + com'binations which fall within the (a) D signal re-
gion and (b) D sideband regions. The D signal, lower and
upper sideband regions are defined to be 1.835—1.895,
1.78 —1.81, and 1.91—1.94 GeV/c, respectively. Fitting
the E ~+ invariant mass with a P-wave Breit Wigner for
the D signal and sideband regions separately, we obtain
226+28 and 12+14 events, respectively. This leads to a
net signal of 214+31 events. The e%ciency, as shown in
Table IV, includes the branching ratio of E * and q to
observables.

We normalize this mode to D ~K ~+sr (measured
branching fraction [16] = 13.1+1.8%%uo), and obtain

%D (K ~m) ) =0.37+0.08+0.04 .
X(Do K o~o)

=0. 1 3 0.02+0.03
X(D K m. +m )

This implies 23(D ~K * m. )=4.6+o 9+1.1%, and
X(D ~(K n m)N)=R1. .0+0.2+0.2%. The systematic
error also includes the error in the branching ratio of the

implying X(D ~K * g)=1.7+0.3+0.4%%uo. We investi-
gated various momentum cuts for the D + and g, helici-
ty angle of the E *,and also reconstructed the g via the

TABLE IV. Signal and efficiency for final states with K * .

D decay mode

gp p

z -~+~p
K

Decay of
daughters

with a D*+ tag
+ +7T

with a D + tag
with a D* tag

'I~yyE* K m+

with a D tag
'9 ~P3

YJ +7fW 7T p @~PE
rI + g 77 7T $ YJ~ 7T 7T 77

with a D tag
with a D*+ tag

Number of events
in signal

122+23
76+16

214+31

217+53
52+11
17+5

10851+221
8101+130

0.90+0.05%
2.5+0.03%

3.8+0.17%

5.6+0.2%%uo

2.3+0.08%
0.8+0.04%

24.6+0.9%
31.0+ 1.0%%uo

'e% is the product of the efficiency to reconstruct this mode and the branching ratio of the D daughter
to observable particles.
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TABLE V. Comparison of results for final states with K * .

Results

This result
Previous results

Mark III [25]
CLED [21]
E691 [31]

ARGUS [20]
Theory
WSB without FSI's [1]

WSB with FSI's [1]
I/N, N= ~ [5,24]

1/X, iV =3
QCD sum rules [2]

Donoghue [8]

)fc p p

4.6+p 9+1.1%

2.6+0.3+0.7%%uo

1.4'Po

3.9%%uo

2.7%
0.25%
3.1 %%uo

K* g

1.7+0.3+0.4%

2. 3+0.7+1.0%%uo

& 1.4%%uo(90% C.L.)
& 2.6%(90%%uo C.L.)

0.3%
2.5%

0.25%%uo

+ 2. 0%%uo

& 0. 13%(90% C.L.)

0.003%

mode. In all cases, results were consistent with
the above value. The systematic error contains contribu-
tions from the Monte Carlo em.ciency, branching ratio of
the normalizing mode, and the eFect of various selection
criteria. If the mean of the K * mass plot is allowed Aoat
in the fit, we get a slightly better fit, however, the yield
changes by less than 10 events. We include this in the
systematic error. See the Appendix for a numerical
breakdown of the systematic error. In Table V, a com-
parison is presented between this result and others.

We also investigated the contributions due to final
states like K(127 0) t)and Kao(980) by looking at the
one-dimensional projections on the E~ and qm mass axis.
No signal was observed. The contribution of the
(Keg)Nit final state is consistent with 0; the 90% C.L.
upper limit is estimated to be 30% of the K *

il final
state. This corresponds to X(D +K rr+ t)') =—0.85+

C. D ~EC*g'

g"s are reconstructed in the py and rj~+~ (rl +yy-
and r)~m+tr m ) final states. In Fig. 11, we present
K m+g' invariant mass combinations for the three sub-
modes. To reduce combinatoric background, the D can-
didate is combined with a ~+ to form a D *+. We require

and MDp+ MDp to be within +3.0 MeV/c
(o =1.0 MeV/c ) of the nominal mass difference. In
Table IV, we present detailed information on this decay
mode. Combining results from the three submodes [30]
and normalizing to D ~K n+rr+tr (branching ratio
[16] =9.1+1.1%) we obtain

DO K
— +

=0.093+0.014+0.019 .
X(Do~K ~+~+~ )
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D

FIG. 12. D yield in various K ~+ mass bins. The overlaid
histograms are Monte Carlo simulations of nonresonant
E ~+g' production (dotted line), and resonant E * g' produc-
tion, where E * ~K ~+ (dashed line).

0. 13+0.20%%uo. This represents the first measurement of
this decay mode. The systematic error here too is es-
timated based on the spread in the results from the three
submodes (in a manner similar to D ~K i)'). It also in-
cludes the error in the branching ratio of the normalizing
mode.

In order to extract the resonant contribution, we deter-
mine the D yield in various K m. + mass bins, as shown
in Fig. 12; we use only the clean modes, i.e., g'~gm+m
where g —+yy and g —+m+m ~ . The points represent
data; overlaid histograms are Monte Carlo simulations of
nonresonant K m. +i)' production (dotted line), and reso-
nant K * r)' production, where K * ~K m. + (dashed
line). The Monte Carlo distributions are arbitrarily nor-
malized. In fitting the data with a combination of these
two histograms, we have assumed that there is no in-
terference between the two final states. The fit yields

(0.15(90% C.L. ) .
%(D K a+i)')

This implies S(D ~K * r)') (0.13%(90% C.L. ). This
is the first information on %(D ~K * i)'). The branch-
ing ratio for this decay mode is expected to be heavily

suppressed due to lack of phase space. The helicity angle
distribution of the K (in the K ~+ rest frame) also
favors nonresonant K m. +g' production. In Table V, we
compare this result with theoretical predictions.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The observed branching [7] ratio for D ~K P( = 1% )

has been explained by Donoghue [8] to be due to scatter-
ing of the intermediate state K * g, with the prediction
that M(D +K * i)) ~2%—. This is consistent with our
measurement of 1.7+0.3+0.4%, as shown in Table V.
Our measurement is also in agreement with previous re-
sults. The factorization models [1,4] have taken the ob-
served value of X(D ~K P) as a quantitative measure
of final-state interactions (FSI s), using it as an input to
predict branching ratios for other D ~VP type decays.

We have also measured X(D ~K *
vr ) via a Dalitz

plot analysis of the reaction D ~Kzm. m, and our result
is 4.6+o 9 l. l%%uo. This result is consistent with the Mark
III result [25]. We do not find any evidence for
Ko (1430), and set a 90% C.L. upper limit of 12% for
the ratio X(D ~KO (1430)m )IX(D ~K * (892)vr ).

TABLE VI. Systematic errors for final states with K

Ratio of branching ratios

(D K m )/(D K m. +m )

(D K q)/(D K 7T )

rr
(D —+K g)/(D ~K ~+~ )

'/~AT 7T 7T

(D E r]')/(D ~K ~+a. )

Cuts

7.0%%uo

6.9%

6.6%

MC simulation

9.1%

6.4%

1 1.0%
See text for discussion

Total

11.4%

9.4%

12.9%
12.9%
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TABLE VII. Systematic errors for final states with K * .

Ratio of branching ratios Cuts MC simulation Total

(D ~K m. ~)/(D ~K m)
(D ~K* g)/(D K m. +w )

yy
(D ~K m+g')/(D —+K vr+~+m )

8.2%
8.2%

8.9%
7.5%%uo

17.5% 8.7%
See text for discussion

12.1%
11.1%

19.S%%uo

20.4%

We have also made the first measurement of
X(D ~ (K m m )NR ) = 1.0+0.2+0.2%.

For D —+K m, we measure the branching ratio to be
2. 8+0. 1+0.6/o, which agrees with most previous mea-
surements (with smaller errors), but disagrees with the
latest result [22] from E691. We have also presented
definitive measurements for D ~K g, D ~K g', and
D —+K ~+g', and the first information on D ~K * g',
as shown in Tables II and V.

Lipkin [10] has pointed out that D decays to K g and
K g' can be used to infer the presence of W-exchange di-
agrams. According to his arguments, excluding phase-
space effects and neglecting FSI's, both these decay
modes have approximately the same partial width for the
internal W spectator diagram; however, for W-exchange
diagrams K g' has a width roughly 10 times larger than
K g. This occurs because there are two competing dia-
grams resulting in these final states. In one diagram a dd
is popped from the vacuum, and in the other a ss is
popped from the vacuum [see Fig. 1(c)]. The g and g'
have opposite phases for the ss quark content (ri' is
uu +dd+ss, whereas ri is uu +dd —ss), thus there is con-
structive interference for K g' and destructive interfer-
ence for K g. The strength of the W-exchange diagrams
relative to the internal W spectator diagram determines
the final ratio of%(D ~K rt')/X(D ~K 7)). We mea-
sure this ratio to be 2.3+0.4. Correcting for phase
space, we measure the ratio of partial widths,
I'(D ~K ri')IDD ~K g)=3.1+0.6, which suggests
the presence of W-exchange diagrams. In principle, one
could also use K * g/g' final states, however, lack of
phase space makes the latter state heavily suppressed.

The results of this analysis indicate that predictions of
the factorization approach [1,4] agree better with data
when FSI's are taken into account. The predictions of
QCD sum rules [2] do not follow any systematic pattern,
but on the whole seem to be lower than the observed
values. The authors [2] claim that these predictions are
valid to within a factor of 2, especially for decay modes
where significant contributions from FSI's are expected.
The I/N approach [5] makes predictions which are con-
sistent with our result, only in the limit N= ~; however,
there is some uncertainty in these predictions [24]. In
summary, models of charm decay have made consider-

able progress in explaining nonleptonic decays of charm
mesons; however, there is sti11 a lot of scope for further
study, especially in understanding the effect of final-state
interactions and W-exchange mechanisms.
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APPENDIX

In Tables VI and VII, we present a numerical break-
down of the various sources of systematic error in the ra-
tio of branching ratios; they are listed as (a) cuts, which
includes the effect of varying cuts, e.g., different momen-
tum cuts on the D, helicity angle cuts, etc., and (b)
Monte Carlo simulation, which includes the uncertainties
in reconstructing tracks, photons, vee's, etc. ; it also in-
cludes the errors due to finite Monte Carlo statistics To.
reduce systematic errors, we have taken (wherever possi-
ble) ratios of D decay modes which have the same num-
ber of tracks and photons in the final state. For this
reason, we have shown the D —+K q submodes separate-
ly, since we normalize them to different modes
(D K vr and D K m+vr )

The error(s) in the branching ratio of the normalizing
mode(s) are not listed here. We have normalized our re-
sults to the Mark III results [16], which have errors of
17.2% for D ~K m+~, 13.7% for D ~K mr+a, and
12.1%%uo for D ~K ~+a.+~ . Comparing these errors
with those presented in Tables VI and VII, one can see
that in almost all cases, the experimental systematic error
is smaller.
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